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This middleweight bout will be an exciting clash between two well-rounded, experienced and, thus far in 
their careers, largely successful fighters. Ian Heinisch comes into this fight following a bounce-back first 
round knockout victory over Gerald Meerschaert. Heinisch had lost two straight prior, first to Derek 
Brunson and then to Omari Akhmedov, both by unanimous decision. He is now 3-2 in the UFC, the 
Meerschaert knockout was his first in the octagon, the seventh finish of  his professional career, and the 
fifth knockout.  

Brendan Allen is one of  the most exciting prospects in the middleweight division. With 17 fights, five 
knockouts, eight submissions, three UFC wins, two UFC finishes and a seven-fight win streak all under his 
belt at just 24 years of  age, the ceiling on Allen’s career is extremely high. This fight is a pick em at most 
windows, however some books are offering Allen as a -115 favorite with Heinisch coming back at -105. 

Allen is primarily a grappler, always looking to get fights to the ground early. He usually looks to take 
opponents backs, but he takes whatever they’ll give him, and can lock in advanced holds from a number 
of  different positions. He has extremely smooth transitions and scrambles very effectively. He has nasty 
arm-in triangles, transitions smoothly into armbars and is more than comfortable fighting from his back.  

Allen has some pretty good ground striking ability, but is mostly using it to soften his opponents up for 
submissions, though he does have five knockouts, all resulting from ground strikes. When his submissions 
aren’t there, he goes to work with elbows and hooks from top mount, side control, half  guard, and position 
he can get on top and get his hands free. 

Allen hasn’t been forced to spend much time on his feet but, in the standing exchanges he has had, he’s 
shown a lot of  power and athleticism. All Allen really has to do standing is land a few shots to set up a 
takedown, and he has been able to hold his own for as long as he has needed to, but he has spent a 
collective ~2:30 standing in the UFC octagon by our own unofficial clock.  

Ian Heinisch will likely look to keep this fight standing, where he would have a significant advantage. He’s 
a powerful and disciplined striker with great footwork and a serious right overhand. He moves around a 
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lot and  actively feints and moves his head. He’s tough to predict, throws a lot of  kicks to the legs and 
body, but is mostly dangerous as a counter-striker. He keeps his distance with his kicks, and tries to get his 
opponents to press forward into his hooks and overhands.  

Because of  the bait and switch style he fights, Heinisch doesn’t throw or land a lot of  strikes. His power 
punches are always a threat, but there may not be much keeping Allen from shooting in on Heinisch’s 
legs. His takedown defense hasn’t held up against his recent opponents, and he’s given his back with way 
too much ease for us to feel comfortable putting financial confidence in him against a black belt with eight 
submission victories.  

If  Heinisch goes after Allen, he’s going to get taken down. If  he sits back and waits for Allen, he’s going to 
trade a few hooks and then get taken down. Once they’re on the ground, Heinisch is going to be 
controlled, and Allen’s going to start looking for limbs to bend. If  the submission doesn’t present itself, 
Allen’s going to start raining elbows.  

 It’s surprising to see this line move to a pick em on most books, we’re extremely confident in Allen to get 
the victory and will gladly take him at -115. The obvious grappling advantage is just too much for 
Heinisch to overcome, and this could very well be an early submission. 
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Tanner Boser is oner of  the more exciting prospects in the Heavyweight division. He is now on a two-fight 
win streak, both knockouts, and is 3-1 in the UFC. His lone loss is to Ciryl Gane. Boser is the only 
opponent of  Gane’s whom he hasn’t finished, and he had his moments in that fight. He’ll be going toe-to-
toe with 50-fight veteran, Andrei Arlovski.  

Boser is a fairly technical striker who can throw absolute bombs. He throws a great variety of  jabs & 
straights, hooks, uppercuts up top and to the body, and mixes in the occasional overhand. That overhand 
is absolutely devastating, and its extremely sneaky. He can be successful leading the action or returning 
fire, but is more dangerous when he lands a jab and starts sprinting forward and throwing hooks with both 
hands. He mixes in a good amount of  leg kicks and the occasional kick to the body.  

Defensively, Boser generally looks to stay on the outside and wait for his entry opportunities. He has very 
good footwork and moves well, but he doesn’t have great head movement and holds a pretty wide guard. 
He also doesn’t hold his guard or return to it well when throwing power shots. He got exposed for this in 
his unanimous decision loss to Gane, but appears to have improved in these areas in his two fights since 
then.  

Boser has looked better and better in each of  his four fights inside the UFC octagon, faster, more 
measured, more difficult to predict, better defensively. He is a fighter approaching his peak and the ceiling 
is very high for a fighter of  his skillset.  

A lot of  people are expecting an early knockout in Bower’s favor, and this might have a lot to do with the 
memory of  Arlovski getting knocked out by Jairzinho Rozenstruik in 29 seconds. The thing is, Arlovski 
isn’t actually that easy to finish standing. In his last 13 fights, Arlovski has been knocked out four times, 
however these finishes have come at the hands of  the forementioned Rozenstruik, Francis Ngannou, 
Alistair Overeem and now-champion of  the division, Stipe Miocic.  

Arlovski is a pretty athletic kickboxer with active hands. He likes to fight from distance and catch his 
opponents moving forward. He throws good straight shots to the body and strong hooks to the chin. He’s 
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an intelligent and advanced striker, but he it’s questionable whether he has the power to win this fight by 
stoppage. If  this fight is going to go Arlovski’s way, he’s going to have to extend it into the later rounds. 
That’ll be a tough task, as he has a bad habit of  exposing his chin when he attacks, and has been caught a 
number of  times, even in the fights which he has managed to extend the full fifteen minutes.  

Arlovski’s low southpaw guard is going to leave huge windows for Boser to land his right overhand. 
Stylistically and strategically, this fight is screaming Tanner Boser by early knockout. Arlovski hasn’t been 
easy to finish but, when Boser throws bombs the way he has in his last few fights, he’s almost as powerful 
as the previously mentioned fighters to finish Arlovski, and he’s aggressive enough to follow the overhand 
he will inevitably stun Arlovski with.  
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Though it appears Jan Blachowicz already has a dance partner for the first defense of  his recently-earned 
light heavyweight title in Israel Adesanya, the next challenger for the belt will likely be decided by this 
fight.  

Glover Teixeira is in the midst of  a career resurgence and is riding a four-fight win streak coming into this 
one. He has 31 wins in 38 professional fights with 17 finishes, most recently by fifth-round knockout of  
Anthony Smith in May.  

Thiago Santos has had over a year off  since his five-round classic with Jon Jones last July, taking his time 
recovering from a knee injury suffered in that fight. Had it not been for that injury, Santos may have been 
the light heavyweight champion following that fight and, even with the injury, he managed to win the fight 
on one judge’s scorecard.  

Santos is a powerful striker and a dangerous matchup for anyone in the division. He is athletic and has 
very good footwork, likes to change the angles he throws from and is most successful when he can fight 
from the outside, land leg kicks and jabs, get his opponents to chase him, and catch them with bombs on 
the way in. He thrives in close exchanges and can put the lights out with one left hook or overhand. He 
throws those left hooks and overhands from both stances, and those are really the strikes which most of  his 
other strikes and attacks serve to set up, though he is very active with left kicks to the body and head.  

Santos tends to fight at an active pace early, throwing heavy shots, bu somehow managed to maintain five-
round conditioning fighting that style against Jones. For all his power, Santos doesn’t counter-strike very 
effectively. When he’s the first to land, he’s one of  the best strikers in this division. When he’s not, he isn’t 
much of  a threat to return fire, because he relies on his footwork and athleticism defensively. He also holds 
a pretty low guard, and doesn’t guard his off-side when he throws power punches and kicks, leaving him 
vulnerable against more advanced counter-strikers.  

Santos can’t be mistaken for a grappler, but not many of  his recent opponents have tried to get Santos into 
grappling exchanges. He is not very comfortable in clinch situations, but is extremely dangerous on the 
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break. He has shown some great knees, but what his opponents really have to worry about are his left 
hooks. In his 2018 knockout of  Jimmy Manuwa, the finished left hook looked like a baseball pitch. There’s 
a reason Marretta has 11 knockouts in 13 UFC wins- he knows when he has his opponents wobbled, and 
he doesn’t let them off  the hook.  

His takedown defense held up against the few offerings from Jones, and he was able to escape the grasp of  
Eryk Anders in response to a pretty heavy early wrestling and clinch grappling attack in that fight, but 
there isn’t much to tell about Santos’ takedown defense or getup skills. He has proven to be tough to keep 
down, but he is not very smart on the bottom and gives up his back to try to get to his feet. Santos’ 
wrestling is a big question as he approaches this matchup with Glover Teixeira, who is a second-degree 
BJJ black belt under Luigi Mondelli with seven career submissions and a considerable amount of  
knockouts and decisions ultimately resulting from ground & pound dominance.  

From his feet, Teixeira is a shifty kick boxer with great head movement, and good striking speed for light 
heavyweight. His head movement makes him a tough target to hit and, even when he does get touched, he 
rolls with punches very well and rarely absorbs all of  any single strike. Texeira has a tight jab and uses it to 
work inside where he can land short hooks to the head and body. From the outside, he likes to close 
distance and set up his right overhand.  

When he’s in trouble or being out-paced, Teixeira looks to work into the clinch. He’s dangerous in and out 
of  the breaks, and can start to take control of  fights in these positions, the way he did against Anthony 
Smith. Teixeira has solid single leg takedowns and is heavy on top. He has a wide variety of  submissions 
he can slip in on top, but usually works to take the back for a rear-naked choke. He has a nasty guillotine, 
but he likely won’t have many opportunities to use it in this fight, if  at all.  

When it comes to predicting this fight, we actually don’t feel very confident in either side of  the 
moneyline. While Teixeira could double your investment as an underdog, he most likely isn’t going to 
come out on top of  this one. Though he has the ability to get this fight to the ground, Santos has shown 
good enough takedown defense against physically stronger fighters than Teixeira. If  the fight does get to 
the ground, it likely won’t stay there long and Santos will be landing shots on the way in and out.  

That being said, Santos is a dangerous and overpriced favorite at -250, because of  his tendency to so often 
give up his back in an effort to get to his feet, and the fact that he’s fighting a 2nd degree jiu jitsu black belt 
with four wins by rear naked choke. Beyond that, all of  the advantages that Santos possesses on paper 
could be entirely null if  his knee hasn’t fully healed from the injury sustained against Jones.  

The only thing you can be sure of  is that this fight is not going the distance. Whether Santos sits back and 
lets Teixeira walk into the bomb shots, or Glover finds a takedown and takes Santos’ back, or Santos 
doesn’t move the way he needs to and gets caught by Teixeira, there’s just no way this goes all the way. 
Unfortunately, Vegas knows that just like anyone with eyes, so this fight to end ITD is a steep -400. We like 
this fight to end before the 4th round, with high confidence, along with a slew of  value plays. 
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Legal Disclaimer 

When you purchase this report, you agree that you have read and understand the details of  the 
disclaimer, agree to the disclaimer, and release SCOTO Bets email/website/social media of  any 
and all liability/responsibility for any actions or in-actions. 

You must be at least 21 years old to purchase this report. SCOTO Bets is not liable for any direct, 
indirect, or incidental, consequential, or punitive damages arising from using the advice available 
in this report or its content. 

All advice and consultations are intended to offer an insight into Mixed Martial Arts events and 
meant for entertainment purpose only. This advice does not in any way constitute legal, financial, 
or professional advice. SCOTO Bets will not be liable for any loss resulting from negligence on 
our/your behalf, or for fraudulent misrepresentation. You understand that the use of  this report 
is merely for referencing and entertainment purposes and is not intended to be regarded as 
professional judgment or advice. 

Since references to the future and outcomes are based on potentials, possibilities, and 
probabilities at the time of  the writing based on information available and due to interpretation 
of  past results, you understand that there is no guarantee on the accuracy rate of  a prediction, or 
consultation and it is not fortune-telling, nor does this report or SCOTO Bets imply or infer such. 

Furthermore, SCOTO Bets does not represent that: 
The services will meet your requirements 
The services will be uninterrupted, timely, secure or error free 
Any results obtained from using the services will be accurate, complete or current 

SCOTO Bets or anyone involved with the provision of  these services shall not be liable for any 
damages arising from the inability to use the services or from errors caused by negligence or 
otherwise. We are not liable for delays in providing information or carrying out our obligations 
due to factors beyond our control. When you purchase this report, you agree that you are using 
the service at your own discretion. 

SPORTS GAMBLING OUTSIDE OF STATE AND FEDERAL APPROVED AND 
SANCTIONED VENDORS AND REGULATIONS IS ILLEGAL 
PURCHASE AT YOUR OWN DISCRETION ALL SALES ARE FULL AND FINAL , NO 
REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES. 

If  you or someone you know has a gambling problem, call 1-800-GAMBLER 
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